Interview Guideline (English)
Background (Intro)
Guiding Question
Who are you and how do you
spend an average week?

What is happening in your
community?

Checklist
Name

Follow-up

Livelihood
Family
Livelihood

How do you make a living?
Who is a part of your family?
What work do people do?

Events
Benefits
Challenges

What has happened over the last months?
What makes you proud of your community?
What difficulties is your community facing?

Social Homogeneity
Guiding Question
Who lives in your community?

Checklist
Ethnic
Religious

How are these groups organized?

Economic
Newcomers
Key organizations
Tasks
Relations

What groups do you feel part of?

Importance

Follow-up
Where do different groups come from?
What languages do they speak?
What churches and mosques do people go
to?
How do people make a living?
Have any new groups arrived lately?
What are some of the names of these
organisations?
What do these organizations do?
How do groups work against or with each
other?
Why is this group important to you?

Social/Spatial Distance
Guiding Question
Where do you and your family
travel to?

Checklist
History
Economic

From where do important goods
come?

Reach
Livelihood
Luxury

Which actors outside your village
are responsible for improving your
livelihood?

Traders
Levels of power

Follow-up
Where are you originally from? Where your
parents?
Where do you conduct your work/sell your
goods?
What is the farthest you have travelled?
Where do the goods for cooking come from?
Where do fuel, radios and mobile phones
come from?
Who brings these goods here?
What are the roles of district administrator,
territory administrator and national
government?

Security
Guiding Question
What violence happened in your
community over the last three
months?

Checklist
Events (>3)

Follow-up
Can you name another example?

Time

Has the situation improved or worsened
over the last year?
Is your community more or less safe than
neighbouring communities?
What are challenges of the community?
When and why have you last felt physically
threatened?
What makes/made you feel safe (again)?

Space

What makes you feel safe or
unsafe?

Challenges
Physical threats
Safety

Actor Constellation
Guiding Question
What important institutions and
organizations exist in _____?

Which actor do you trust most
with solving the community’s
challenges?

Checklist
Leaders

Follow-up
Who leads these organizations`?

Representation
Responsibilities/Task
Trust

Who do these groups represent?
What do these groups take care about?
Why do you trust this actor?

Legitimacy

What does the actor/institution do to gain
your continued trust?
Which group should become more
important?
Who do you turn to with your problems
and why?
Who do international actors interact with?

Personal Trust
How do international actors
engage with the community?

Brokers
Legitimacy
Effectiveness

What do you think of their work?
What impact does their work have on
your life?

Wrap-up
Guiding Question
How secure do you feel in
community?
What would you like to add?
Do you have any questions for us?

Checklist
Overall
Perception

Follow-up

